
THE BIRTH OF JOURNALISM
500 years of news in a day



IT ALL STARTED WITH 
WORD-OF-MOUTH

• Journalism predated the 
printed newspaper by centuries.

• Ancient news was scrawled 
onto clay tablets.

• In Julius Caesar’s age, Romans 
read newsletters handwritten by 
slaves.

• Wandering journalists spread 
news (and the plague) on foot 
in the middle ages.





PRINT CHANGED EVERYTHING
Johann Gutenberg

• Gutenberg invented the printing press around 1440.

• By 1450, he was printing copies of his famous Bible, the 
first Bible ever printed. Before then, all Bibles were 
handwritten.

• Printing process was slow and expensive.

• Only the elite had access to printed material. It still wasn’t 
financially feasible to distribute printed news and information 
to the masses.



PRINT TAKES OFF
• By the 1500s, printing was becoming more 

commonplace.

• In fact, King Henry VIII went to painstaking effort to 
censor the new art form.

• Issued a list of prohibited books and forced printers to 
obtain licenses.

• Printers were arrested for publishing without a license 
or for publishing “unfitting words.”



• By the early 1600s, newspapers appeared throughout 
Europe.

• Still expensive. Papers were small, sometimes a single page. 
Uncommon for a single issue to be more than three or 
four pages. 

• 1644: English poet John Milton published “Areopagitica,” 
which was a plea to British Parliament for free speech.

• 1665: First dedicated English-language newspaper is printed. 
The Oxford Gazette printed 24 issues (12 weeks) before 
moving to London and becoming the London Gazette.



AMERICA!
1690: Publick Occurrences Both 
Foreign and Domestick established 
in Boston. Tried to become 
America’s first newspaper. It failed 
miserably. Wouldn’t be the last.

Founded by Benjamin Harris, who 
moved to Boston in 1686 after 
being jailed several times for 
subversive writings. 

Shut down after one issue. 
Authorities claimed paper 
contained “doubtful and 
uncertain reports.”



• 1704: America’s first successful newspaper. The 
Boston News-Letter. Though it remained 
successful for years, it wasn’t very entertaining 
and didn’t contribute much to the profession 
over its run.

• 1729: Ben Franklin takes over The Pennsylvania 
Gazette, arguably making it the boldest and 
best newspaper in the colonies.



• 1734: John Peter Zenger printed accusations of official 
corruption in his New York Weekly Journal. 

• Angry governor had him arrested for libel.

• Zenger’s attorney, Andrew Hamilton, argued that 
citizens have right to criticize the government, and that 
libel occurs only when printed words are “false, 
malicious and seditious.”

• Jury agreed. Zenger went free. Case was critical to 
press freedom. Strengthened the press and set 
precedent for libel cases still argued today.



—Andrew Hamilton

“The question before the court is not just the cause 
of the poor printer. No! It may in its consequence 

affect every freeman on the main of America. It is the 
best cause; it is the cause of Liberty! … The liberty 
both of exposing and opposing arbitrary power by 

speaking and writing Truth.”





THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE

• Published “Join, or Die” cartoon 
in 1754 during the French and 
Indian War. 

• Snake symbolized the American 
colonies, which needed to unite 
in self-defense against the French 
and Indians loyal to the French.

• Cartoon was later used to unite 
colonies in their fight for 
independence from Great 
Britain.



–Benjamin Franklin

“If all printers were determined not to print anything 
till they were sure it would offend nobody, there 

would be very little printed.”



THE STAMP ACT OF 1765
• After French and Indian War, 

Great Britain tried to impose 
Stamp Act to recoup cost of war.

• Parliament felt colonists should 
pay for the heavy cost of 
defending the colonies from the 
French.

• Colonies protested the law, which 
basically doubled the cost of 
printed materials.

• “No taxation without 
representation!”





PUSH FOR INDEPENDENCE

• Stamp Act was one of several taxes and policies 
implemented by Great Britain that eventually led 
to the American Revolution and the war for 
independence.

• Newspapers played a significant role in the birth 
of the United States as an independent nation.



ISAIAH THOMAS

• One of the most notable 
journalists of his time. 

• Was a master printer and 
articulate agitator.

• Began publishing The 
Massachusetts Spy in 1770.



Thomas began The Massachusetts Spy as a 
nonpartisan paper, but by 1775 he was a 
leader in demanding independence from 
Great Britain.



BATTLE OF LEXINGTON
Thomas’ eyewitness report:

LEXINGTON — Americans! Forever bear in mind the BATTLE 
of LEXINGTON! - where British troops, unmolested and 
unprovoked, wantonly, in a most inhuman manner, fired upon 
and killed a number of our countrymen, then robbed them of 
their provisions, ransacked, plundered and burnt their houses! 
Nor could the tears of defenseless women, some of whom 
were in the pains of childbirth, and cries of helpless babes, nor 
the prayers of old age, confined to beds of sickness, appease 
their thirst for blood or divert them from their DESIGN of 
MURDER and ROBBERY!



THE 19TH CENTURY
The 1800s brought massive change to printing, both in 
technological advances and journalistic discipline.



MAJOR ADVANCES 
• The steam-powered press created the first 

capability to print newspapers for the masses.

• 1800: Twenty daily newspapers and more than 
1,000 weekly newspapers were in circulation in 
the U.S.

• 1808: The Missouri Gazette became the first paper 
printed west of the Mississippi River as printers 
followed settlers into the frontier.



• 1827: Reporters from three newspapers became 
the first Washington correspondents. Provided 
congressional coverage, which still continues 
today. Now known as the Washington Press 
Corps.

• 1830s: Publishers used homing pigeons and the 
Pony Express to deliver news from distant points.

• 1833: The Penny Press! First attempt at news for 
the masses.



PENNY PRESS 
REVOLUTION

• Ben Day launched first successful 
“penny press.”

• The New York Sun:  “It shines for all.”

• Sold on street for 1 penny.

• Supported primarily by advertising.

• First paper to focus on “news.”

• Journalistic objectivity appealed to 
larger audiences.



PENNY PRESS  |  ORDINARY PAPERS

• Cheap, available to all.
• Lots of local news, 

crime coverage, 
human interest stories, 
features.

• Reporters covered 
“beats.” Wall Street, 
religion, society, sports, 
crime.

• Editors competed for 
“breaking news.”

• Mostly independent of 
political parties.

• Papers were expensive, usually 6 
cents an issue. Delivered by mail.

• Political commentary, essays, 
trade stats, gossip, letters.

• News reprinted from 
government documents, or 
stolen from other newspapers.

• Editors responded slowly to 
news events … if they cared at 
all.

• Promoted political agendas.
• Funded by political parties and/

or subscribers.



PENNY PRESS TAKES OFF
• Day’s The Sun was so popular it was quickly emulated. 

Had circulation of 20,000 within first two years. 

• Using same model, James Gordon Bennett launched 
New York Herald in 1835 with no money and no staff. 

• Herald quickly became most popular newspaper in the 
world due to enterprise reporting, sensational stories 
and ideas that were innovative at the time: Book and 
play reviews; letters to the editor ; stocks pages; special 
editions.



• 1847: Frederick Douglass publishes The North Star, 
paper dedicated to fighting slavery and bringing 
news to black Americans. 

• 1844: The telegraph is used for the first time to 
transmit news, making long-distance reporting 
possible. (Well … farther than a homing pigeon, at 
least.)

• 1851: Henry J. Raymond founds The New York Times. 
He dedicated his life to making the paper the “most 
objective, well-written paper” available.



• 1857: Harper’s Weekly becomes first illustrated 
paper in America. Frequent sketches and simple 
charts.

• 1861-65: Hundreds of reporters cover the Civil 
War. Filing stories via telegraph forces reporters 
to stick to less wordy writing style, becomes 
foundation for the Inverted Pyramid.

• 1867: Emily Verdery Better becomes first 
woman reporter at a New York newspaper.



• 1878: E.W. Scripps begins building the first 
newspaper conglomerate. Eventually owned 18 
newspapers.

• 1880: First photograph printed in a newspaper.





• 1886: Reporters start receiving “bylines” in 
daily newspapers.

• 1898:  First “newspaper war” is well underway.



YELLOW
JOURNALISM

• Term yellow journalism 
associated with sensational 
practice of journalism.

• Term coined because 
cartoon “Yellow Kid” was 
published in two most popular 
sensational publications.

• William Randolph Hearst 
and Joseph Pulitzer fight for 
dominance.



HEARST, PULITZER REACH 
NEW HEIGHTS AND LOWS

• Hearst’s Journal and Pulitzer’s World battled for 
supremacy in New York. 

• To grow audience over one another, each stooped 
to new lows, and downright fabrication of news.

• Hearst spent millions of family fortune to hire 
away Pulitzer’s top staffers.



• Pulitzer’s World sent correspondents to Cuba 
in 1896 to dramatize the rebels’ fight for 
freedom from Spain.

• World reporter : “Blood in the fields, blood on 
the doorsteps, blood, blood, blood!”

• Hearst dispatched his own staffers, including an 
artist, to cover the Cuban Revolution.



• The artist, Frederic Remington, became bored 
and wired Hearst, requesting to come home.

• “Everything is quiet. There is no trouble. There 
will be no war. I wish to return home.”



–William Randolph Hearst

“You furnish the pictures, and I’ll furnish the war.”







–E.L. Godkin, editor of the Evening Post

“It is a crying shame that men should work such 
mischief simply in order to sell more papers.”


